The perfect choice for senior housing facilities.
The best products, reputation and service are available in a completely wireless system.

Innovative Solutions for Lifesaving Communication
Contact us at 1-800-396-6157 or visit us at www.heritagemedcall.com
Since 1989, Heritage MedCall has been providing a reliable, cost-effective emergency call solution for the senior housing market. The same attention to detail went into the development of our Freedom wireless system. Sentry Freedom includes the same great features that our hard-wired system provides, with the added benefits of a wireless solution.

Heritage MedCall, when developing Sentry Freedom, integrated the best available technology. We chose Inovonics EchoStream 900 MHz spread spectrum technology as the back bone of our wireless system and Dell Computer for our master console. Partnering with companies who have solid reputations and proven products helps to ensure that our customers will be using the best solution available.

Advantages of 900 MHz Spread Spectrum ...

- Higher power provides greater range
- More frequent supervision means inactive devices detected in minutes instead of hours or days
- Interference immunity
- Shorter wavelength penetrates structures better
- Robust, multiple-hop repeater networks available for large scale structures and campuses

SENTRY FREEDOM
WIRELESS FEATURES

- Calls from a pendant can locate a resident in or around an entire facility.
- Sends redundant messages on many different frequencies to ensure every message is received.
- Fully wireless system.
- All devices fully supervised.
- Automated System Back-up.
- Separate Administrator and User log-ins.
- Voice Synthesizer Announcements.
- Output events to pagers, two-way radios and email.
- Remote diagnostics and programming capability with internet connection.
- Remote access for administrative reports.
- Keyboard or Touch-Screen enabled.
- Resident information text box with picture.
- Report generation and event searches.
- Resident assurance check-ins using room motion detectors or door switches.
- Configurable Automatic Report Generation.
- Low battery indicator gives advanced notice to simplify maintenance.
- Easy expansion for large multi-phase projects.
- Easy integration with other building systems.
- Expandable to 8000 devices.
Wireless Emergency Call Stations

The **Sentry** wireless emergency call station is a single gang, wall mounted device. This device has multiple mounting options to allow easy relocation when the furniture is moved. Mounting can be to standard single-gang electrical box or surface mounted utilizing wall anchors, adhesive tape or hook and loop fasteners. The station can also monitor the contacts on remote pull cords and smoke detectors in the residence. We also offer a remote powered call station which operates off of a central power supply. Perfect for replacing wired systems and in large facilities where battery replacement would be undesirable.

Wireless Pendant Transmitter

The **Sentry** wireless pendant is a single button transmitter that features a two second press and hold for activation to prevent false alarms. The pendant uses 900 MHz spread spectrum technology and has the longest range in the industry. Calls from a pendant can locate a resident anywhere on campus. The pendant transmitter is water resistant and can be worn in the shower or bathtub. This pendant can be worn around the neck with the supplied chain or on the belt loop and can be easily converted to wear on the wrist with the optional wristband clip. The system may be configured to require the call to be cancelled at the pendant location using the reset button on the rear case.

High Power Repeater

The high power repeater receives, decodes and re-transmits signals from a transmitter to act as a “range extender”. Unit is fully supervised with case tamper switch and includes internal battery backup. Options include an outdoor weather-proof enclosure with or without heat.

Universal Door / Window Transmitter

Provides a fully supervised transmitter for monitoring door and window contacts. Includes an internal magnetic reed switch. No external wiring required. Tamper resistant case. Provides snap-in mounting bracket for quick installation and removal for battery replacement. Powered by an included 3-volt lithium battery. Also perfect for monitoring any building equipment with a dry contact output.

Wireless Single Patient Station

The **Sentry** wireless Single Patient Station is a single gang, wall-mounted device. Call placement is via a bed cord utilizing a ¼” phone jack. An LED indicator lights when the call is placed and remains on until the call is cancelled at the station. A call can also be placed by removing the call cord from the jack. The HM-WSPS wireless patient station includes a second wired input for normally open latching circuits. Dome light control available.

Wireless Motion Detector

The Passive Infrared motion detector features a rounded design to blend-in with the environment and offers extended battery life in high traffic applications. Advanced digital signal processing to recognize “human signatures”, size and movement, therefore reducing false alarms. Includes tamper protective case, battery life and transmitter supervision. Immune to radio frequency interference, vibration, static, lightning and ambient temperature changes.
Heritage MedCall has built a reputation within the long term care industry for providing superior communications systems. The modern design and features of the Sentry Freedom reflect our experience in the market and our commitment to build reliable products that prepare for the future with innovation and technology. That commitment extends to customer satisfaction as well. One call puts you in touch with our nationwide service and distribution network, with experienced technicians and a complete inventory of parts and components to support your Sentry systems. Our goal is meeting your needs quickly, efficiently and professionally.

Serving you since 1989 in the marketplace with an extensive network of dealers nationwide, Heritage MedCall has the experience to recognize your senior housing communications needs and provide solutions that best meet those needs.

CALL US TODAY FOR THE NAME OF YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR VISIT US ONLINE AT: www.heritagemedcall.com
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